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Abstract: There is a strong interactive relationship between the education and the development of modern design. Every essential progress in design education had most probably encouraged a further development of modern design. The encouragement came not only from the educational practice, but also from the educational theory study which inevitably referred to the cultivating of design idea. As the establishment or the change of ideas could deeply influence the practice as well as the academic researching in modern design, the training of good thinking is revealing its importance in modern design education implementation. Here under a historical background of the evolution of modern design movements, it gives a general interpretation on the idea and practice of modern design education in the method of technological and ethical sociology, in which the application of technology to innovation and the sense of social responsibility draw a central attention comparatively, so as to present and clarify the meanings of the relationship between technology, society and design with the main objective of exhibiting the importance of technological innovation and social responsibility in the principles of modern design education.
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1. Introduction

We should firstly have a comprehension on modern design if we want to have a total understanding of modern design education, for there is an obvious interactive relationship between them, and it is more obvious if we consider the fact that the former’s technological and social characters had a strong influence on the latter. Broadly speaking, being once viewed as a direct social consequence of industrial revolution, modern design emerged in the beginning of twentieth century. But the historical process of modern design went along closely with the dramatic change of social and mental structures in western world, which is tagged now as the term: modernity [1]. Such a social change involved in many aspects, in which the political system, economical and manufacture technology, and even life-style were in this focus, and it gave the modern design a complicated feature not only in visual forms but also in ideas. In the beginning, modern movement of design (especially in England) refused industrialisation trends, but carried a democratic characteristics (“by the people, for the people” by William Morris). Then, the countries in European continent adopted industrial manufacture technology and standardisation. Deutscher werk bund declared firstly in history the slogan: the combination of technology and art. As a correspondence, it was followed by De Stijl in Netherland and Constructivism in Russia. Generally, as a whole, they put on modern design the features of industrialisation, functionalism and democracy, which all revealed its social and cultural meaning: science, technology, and utopia.

2. Modern Design Education: A Historical Progress

For the development of modern design was affected by the social changes which referred to technological innovation, economical system, or political revolution, we could found that modern design showed the multidisciplinary traits since beginning, as the compounded social factors provided a foundation for its evolving process. In these multidisciplinary characteristics, first of all, the industrial production technology played an impressive part in the shaping of modern design. It presented the new functional possibility from technology to design: industrialised type of design, in which a new aesthetical form appeared as well: it was called machine aesthetics, or industrial style. Within the new design model and aesthetics, the traditional decorative pattern had
experienced a tendency of decline. If we considered the traditional decoration into a style of applied art, at least from a point view of visual form, modern design was once undergoing the vanishing of traditional art style. Contrarily, it created a new style. We could not ever look upon industrial production as a handicraft: the aesthetic appreciation to the former is far away from to the latter. In The Sources of Modern Architecture and Design, the writer told us that the modern architecture and design for the public must be functionalised at first and it would never like to appreciate a chair which was used uncomfortable but only looked artistic [1]. Nevertheless, although industrial revolution has been seen as the result of technological innovation, it still implied the insurance of property rights and free market system [2] where the modern economy displayed itself. Moreover, at that similar period, modern western world had made a road towards political democracy and civil society. These factors performed powers not only in economical production field, but also spread their influences into every corner of western society where the design met the challenge again: design should also care the requirements from business market and the crises from the social management risk. So far, as industrial technology and style began to substitute the traditional handicraft and artistic taste, the economical and political ideology meaning of modern design was filled. As the whole, it was eagerly to call a new design education method and standard to meet the all needs from the told situation.

Bauhaus, as the first institution for modern design education, had once played a remarkable role in history. In the early days of its founding, Bauhaus bore the creator’s utopia dream. From the origin of Bauhaus name ( bauhütten: a kind of guild in mediaeval age ) [3], we discovered the first chancellor Walter Gropius wished the school a mediaeval spirits with anti-individualism and cooperation. It rendered the initial stage of romanticised colour, and gave a preparation for the development of team working forms in the coming industrialised mass production trends however [4]. But the founder’s utopia dream soon faced the cool reality, the early days’ pro-artistic teaching method was failed to supply an efficient approach for modern design education within the industrial society. Then, the policymaker as Walter Gropius made a reformation: the new education way had the science, technology, and reasonable standardisation centralised. The result is, it became the most distinctive between the early traditional art school and Bauhaus, that the latter stressed heavily on industrial technology and functional design in teaching practice. Although having a utopian wish in the beginning and lacking of rationalism, Bauhaus finally established the industrial standardisation and functionalism as a main stream design education method. It was an important identity of design education’s revolution. Under the tendency of social industrialisation, it was unavoidably necessary to bring the industrial technology utilisation into modern design teaching. For the industrial technology also represented the human’s mental and behavioural reason, this new educational idea and approach reduced pure artistic training, but replaced with emphasising on function, reason and orders, which was eventually communicated by Bauhaus teachers’ practices after the school reforming: Moholy Nagy changed the contents in his courses. He removed those which were associated with intuition, meditation or mystery. He suggested students to be familiar with technology and materials, to accept industrial skill and to use them in a reasonable way. Before, the students made traditional decorated candlestick and tea set in metal working studio, but now, Moholy Nagy advised them to create simple and practical electric lamps or tea cups. He had students use iron in stead of precious metals such as gold or silver. He wanted to educate the bran-new designers, who were capable of design by industrial production way [5].

A design history researcher gave the pertinent comments on Bauhaus reform, in which the team working, the rationalised teaching method and the practical considerations of design were in high light [6]. It was Bauhaus had the modern design education a scientific and reasonable basis. Furthermore, once design was industrialised, it could easily meet the needs from market: the public exhibition after Bauhaus education reform told the successful commercial reaction [6]. But we do not ignore Bauhaus experiments in its early age: utopian struggle strongly suggested the design and education could be an approach to social ideal and a possibility to reply the problems form the social realities.

3. Nurture in Idea: Technological Innovation and Social Responsibility

We have now a common view that modern design education does not merely equal to the training of specific skill, it however involved deeply in idea nurturing, for only idea could instruct designers using appropriate skills or techniques to resolve different problems. Without the guide of idea, the excellent skill could lose the way to creation and responsibility. But what kind of ideas should be the proper instructive one for modern design and education? Here we should concern initially again that modern design was a result of industrialisation and corresponded social evolution. The factors of social change made the design’s modernity, where the nature science, industrial technology and social system shaped the modern life as well as modern design. Accordingly, in modern design education, especially in theoretical teaching practice, the relationship between modern social background and design will be taken into consideration in advance. Within this viewpoint, the role as technology and social responsibility at once indicate their importance.

The technological influences on design had a long history: a specific manufacturing technique in a particular historical period did manipulate the specific shape of design and its aesthetical form (known as styles or patterns). In the modern age so, the design form and its aesthetical appreciation strongly showed the key influence from modern technology and science. However, the significance of technology for design does not only imply the change of visual style or tastes, it will inevitably focus on the realistic work of problem solving. The solution for any design problem depends
increasingly on the help of technology in the time of modern society, and it leads to more closed relationship between design and technological progress, which provides the crucial foundation of modern design innovation. As a result, in the training course of modern design, the technological factors rather than traditional artistic skills will be made in priority as an idea nurturing programme, for only with the supports of modern technology and science, design could creatively fulfill its functions in the industrialised world, which but can hardly be achieved by traditional artistic skill. (Fig.1)

The safety and convenience’s innovative teaching and training of schoolhouse design, for instance, are definitively depended on architectural construction arrangement, ergonomics and material selection under the effective technological condition, but not ever firstly on artistic style or pattern.

Also, as the ethics is still a critical criterion for good design, we should strongly consider the social responsibility into the technology applications of modern design. If technology is value free, but the design’s value and ideological critics are estimated inclinable to social morals and responsibilities. Within the moral consideration, we will put those public interests, such as social economic cost, energy saving or environmental protection, on our mind while designing procedure was taken. It forms another guideline to modern design education and teaching practice. (Fig.2)

A public bus design for example, should require an intensive thinking about systematic functions, in which an efficient way for passenger security (such as suitable emergency switch or hammer) will be the first important factor among them. But, if without full training and education the social responsible awareness for designer, a fatal harm caused by inapplicable design of emergency switch or hammer would be the most probable result in the unexpected dangerous situation. (Fig.3)

As the consequence, here the three-dimensional principle thinking for modern design education is presented in following figure (Fig.4), which cared not only the aesthetical matters, but also the important functions from modern technology and responsibility:

With this kind of successful nurturing of idea in modern design education, the designers could master the corresponding multiple thinking, only which possessed the possibility to meet the needs and solve the problems from modern life. But we should also be aware that the multidisciplinary modern design education is always keep open for new changes, which keep the chance for design to cope with future technological revolution and moral issues. For example, the digital and internet technology, as the new impact on our daily life or social reform (even political reform), are challenging the design and its education again. All these still depend on the new design idea’s establishment and nurturing.

4. Conclusion

Human’s mentality is never the whipping top, it is active however. Idea acts as the forerunner for human behaviours and judgment. Therefore, the irrelevant idea in modern design will mislead the design activities, but only the proper idea will help the development of design and benefit the modern society. This is key reason why the idea nurturing in modern design education should be given a further intensive concerning. If the social problems or even suffering is a Lingering ghost, the modern designers should have the burden to deal with it seriously by modern technology and corresponding aesthetic forms. This very situation determines the design’s role in modern age: modern design does not mean the garish visual patterns or fascinating styles, it indeed stands for rational and good functional approach or solutions for modern life. It again
strongly suggests the scientific or technological thinking and social responsibility awareness as priority for modern designers, in stead of personal artistic expression.
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